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Do give us a hand! Take your empty bottle, used glas and
other stuff with you out, when you are done with it. And
if you are still on your feet when the milonga ends, please
help us to help yourself to a nice, fresh and beautifull venue.
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_____________ Alert!

And the band played on!
The opening evening saw the first appearence in Denmark of the Orquesta Tipica Cristal, and we
bring here the reviews of some of the participants. Brilliant, danceable, gentle, recognizable were
among the characterizations that came up.e
Berna Delik,
Copenhagen:
They were very danceable, very correct and
professionel. Brilliant.
It was good that they
played in tandas.

Pieter van Gendt,
Amsterdam:
The band played
very modest, not
profiling themselves. They did their
job in a very soft
and gentle way. It
gave peace to the
dancefloor.

Charlotte Rivero,
Stockholm:
The were wonderful with
a lot of energy. And the
singer with the sore throat
has nothing to be ashamed of, it gave his voice a
darker sound.

Poul Ebbe
Rasmussen, Amager:
They played very dancer
friendly. I enjoy it when
the music is recognizable and predictable,
especially when there
are many people on the
floor.

Instagram us at: #cphtangofestival2014
n Festival Info Desk is open from 11.45 until 18 at Kulturhus Indre By
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No mistakes in the tango. Not like
in life. That’s what makes a tango
so great. If you make a mistake,
just tango on.
Al Pacino in
‘Scent of a woman.

TONIGHTS DJ:
La Ros - Parma,
Italy

How shoe do you get?

Snake tango

TOMORROWS DJs:
Afternoon

Ohh - my feet!
Don’t we all know the feeling
- a long evening and night has
put its mark on the feet, they
are sore and hurts.

Luis Cono (Sweden)
Evening

Help is at hand if you want
because Ivo Saint has golden fingers fingers and can provide relief for
your feet.
Sign up at the afternoon miloga for 1/2 an hour (200 Dkr.) or 1/1 hour
(400 Dkr.) to help your feet or your body. Treat yourself to some luxury
and get your tango feet going again.

The festival is
organized by
“Tangoforeningen” (The Tango
Association in
Copenhagen). All
work is voluntary
and we are a non
profit festival.
Any surplus will
go into next
year’s festival.
We spread information on tango
– dance as well
as the music.
Everyone is
welcome to take
part in the event,
since this is a
great chance for
us to share our
passion for tango
and reach new
potential members.

A free afternoon!

Maja Petrovic (Croatia)

